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Abstract
In the present Research Investigation an effort has been made to study the effect of various important parameters
of technical education system on its quality. This is done by creating sub modules of important stakeholders of
technical education system and studying their Interactions by constructing causal loop diagrams of various
modules .The main objective of this Research study is to construct a system dynamic model based on the
interactions among this sub-modules which can be taken as a base for optimal policy planning for achieving
optimum level of quality in the technical education system.

I. Introduction
India has progressed with large number of
technical institution imparting Engineering and
Management courses. There is drastic growth in the
number of technical institutions in almost all states
except few and hopefully in coming years the
remaining states will also be able to establish number
of the technical Institutes. But it is accepted and
unfortunate facts that accept few important
organizations rest are not maintaining standard of
technical education. Irony is that all premier
Institutes get the creamy layer of intakes. Meritorious
students getting admission in pioneer Institutes are
natural professional. Unfortunately substandard
Institutes get non creamy layer of intakes of are just
producing Technical graduates having certificate but
not required skills because of non quality practices.
There is a need to find out the factors which affect
the quality of the Technical education system.
India has the world's second largest education
system and provides one of largest pools of skilled
manpower. In the recent years, the problem of quality
among professional graduates is a cause of concern.
Substandard Institutes are producing mere graduates
instead of true professional, who cannot meet the
expectations of Industries. There is immediate need
to take few corrective measures otherwise India will
face an explosion of unemployed technical graduates.
Academia will have to understand the nerve of
Industries and require producing true professional
instead of mere graduate. Kapu and Mehta argue that
higher education in India is being de facto privatized
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on a massive scale. But this privatization is not a
result of changing ideological commitments but, a
result from a breakdown of the state system and an
exit of Indian elites from public institutions, to both
private sector institutions within the country as well
as abroad. Private philanthropy in higher education,
which was supportive of public institutions in the
past, is also increasingly withdrawing its support.
Consequently the ideological and institutional
underpinnings of this form of privatization remain
exceedingly weak [10], (Kapu and Mehta, 2004). In
this context of increase in the demand and supply of
technical education and increasing role of private
institutions as well as individuals quality assurance
becomes more and more critical for the success of
technical education in the country. External audit
mechanisms including accreditation agencies such as
All India Council for Technical Education [1],
(AICTE), the National Board of Accreditation were
established in 1994. Also, international quality
certifications ISO have enhanced the status of many
organizations including educational institutions as
quality performers. At the same time, a more
informal assessment of "good performance" results
when prospective students arrive at their judgments
with regard to the "quality" of the institution under
consideration for purposes of admission. While the
certification by the external agencies such as AICTE
and NAAC (National Assessment and Accreditation
Council) is an official endorsement, the perception of
potential students with respect to the quality of the
programmes offered by these technical institutions
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plays an important role in their success. Such
perceptions are in a sense self perpetuating. As
students start perceiving a particular institution to be
better, high quality students will get attracted to the
institution. Consequently, the academic performance
of the student body as a whole will improve which
will result in better placement for the students as well
as improvement in the reputation of the institution.
This will naturally attract still better students for the
next set of admissions. The same self-perpetuating
cycle could also work in the reverse direction in the
sense that if there is a drop in the perceived quality of
the institution, the slide could continue to push the
reputation downwards.
Thus, it is important to create a positive
perception in the minds of the students as well as
other stakeholders of the institution. There are many
factors that contribute to the perceptions as well as
the delivery of high quality education to the students.
This paper attempts to identify the factors that
promote high quality technical education and how
they are affecting the technical education system.

II. Specific Objectives of the Study
The following are the specific objectives of the study;
1. To determine the impact of various factors
contributing to quality of technical education
system.
2. To establish close interactions among various
factors by constructing causal loop for technical
education system.
3. To construct a system dynamic model which can
measure the effects of change in these factors on
Quality of technical system.

Quality in Education
Defining quality in education is a massive
challenge since it deals with the most sensitive
creation on earth the human beings. [3] Suggests that
education quality is a rather vague and controversial
concept. At the broadest level, education quality is a
rather vague and controversial concept. At the
broadest level, education quality can be viewed as a
set of elements that constitute the input, process and
output of the education system, and provide services
that completely satisfy both internal and external
strategic constituencies by meeting their explicit and
implicit expectations. If higher education is viewed
as a system, then any quality management program
must therefore asses inputs, process and outputs.
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III. Contextual Perspective
[6], maintains that indeed, the notion of quality
in technical education has no agreed technical
meaning and its use usually involves a heavy
contextual overlay of some political or educational
position. For example, reference to the quality of
research, student’s supervision, assessment, student
intake, academic programs, teaching and learning,
and program designs are not uncommon. Any attempt
to define or attach meaning to the term is largely
ignored and one is left to assume that it is high
quality that is being referred to as opposed to good or
poor quality [8].

IV. Stakeholders Perspective
From the stakeholder’s perspective, [12],
highlight the importance and value of considering
quality from a variety of stakeholder perspectives.
The different HE stakeholders, i.e., government,
quality agencies, universities, individual academics,
students, employer, parents and society, have the
potential to think about quality in different ways.
Similarly, five aspects of quality, including:
exception, perfection, fitness for purpose, value for
money, and transformation, are attributed to
stakeholder’s perspective. [13], further elaborates on
these aspects as follows:
Exception: distinctive, embodied in excellence,
passing a minimum set of standards.
Perfection: zero defects, getting things right the first
time.
Fitness for purpose: relates quality to a
purpose, defined by the provider.
Quality is a function of competencies in terms of
knowledge, skills and attitudes, capacity and
competition vis-à-vis needs [15].
Resultant from the system that produced it, and is an
attribute of that system as much as of the product
itself of its processes, its people and the way they
work together, [20].
Efficiency in meeting the set goals, relevance to
human and environmental needs and conditions and
something more in relation to the pursuit of
excellence and human betterment, [19].
The US National Science Foundation has defines
quality in technical education as the development of
intellectual skills that will equip graduates to
contribute to society through productive and
satisfying engineering careers as innovators,
decision-makers and leaders in the global economy of
the twenty- first century,[12].
As in manufacturing and service industries
quality is the hallmark of excellence and
effectiveness in engineering education. Every
engineering college and polytechnic should define
their quality policy and articulate their commitment
to achieve quality in all their activities and implement
the policies energetically, [14].
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Quality assurance is a process-driven approach with
specific steps to help define and attain goals. This
process considers design, development, production,
and service. The most popular tool used to determine
quality assurance is the she wart cycle, developed by
Dr. W. Edwards Deming. This cycle for quality
assurance consists of four steps: Plan, Do, check, and
Act. These steps are commonly abbreviated as
PDCA.
An Internal Quality Assurance system under
which students, staff and management satisfy
themselves that control mechanisms are working to
maintain and enhance the quality [16].
The quality assurance strategies that are
appropriate for virtual education share common
features with other forms of media, but there are also
differences. The range and flexibility of information
and communications technologies create new
opportunities, but also give rise to complexities and
challenges for governments, agencies, institutions
and faculty, [8].
QA handbook,[7] provides 10 tips for quality
assurance for digital library such as document your
policies, ensure your technical infrastructure is
capable of implementing your policies, and ensure
your technical infrastructure is capable of
implementing your policies, ensure that you have the
resources necessary to implement your policies,
implement systematic checking procedures to ensure
your policies are being implemented, keep audit
trails, learn from others, share your experiences, seek
“fitness for purpose” not perfections, remember that
QA is for you to implement, seek to deploy QA
procedures more extensively,[6].
Education committee of Oxford University
suggests major areas of quality assurances or quality
enhancement such as admission, induction, and
course design, student feedback, student complaints
and appeals, statistical information, external input,
quality enhancement in learning and teaching,
monitoring of teaching, postgraduate research
degrees, collaborative provision and placement.
Educational institutions including the national
Open University should be ethically and legally
stopped from running courses and programmes in
which they do not have core faculty. The use of
teachers as academic managers and hiring of part
time consultants has been helping many to generate
resources, but quality is definitely being
compromised. In open and distance learning system,
the mechanism of quality assurance in India should
include recognition and accreditation, institutional
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and programme assessment, process as well as
product assessment ,[14].
[15], Has proposed technical education quality
assurance and assessment (TEQ-AA) system that
uses mobile agents to access the web pages of the
technical institutions or colleges and collect relavant
quality measurement information. The collected
information is analyzed and deducted into the
qualitative facts of the institution, standard
measurement by using (RARM) Realistic Adductive
Reasoning Model, [16].
Quality assurance can be achieved through
accreditation of the institutes, periodically running
faculty development program research and
institutional development .But there are lots of
challenges such as inequity in the number of diploma
level institutions vs. degree, absence of vertical
mobility for ITI to doctoral levels, Availability of
quality and competent faculty, number of PhDs in
technical education, outcomes based accreditation
criteria, flexible learning, transitional education and
distance learning etc. before the institution to go for
quality assurance,[14].

V. System Dynamics Modeling
System dynamics is a computer based modeling
approach for analyzing and solving complex
problems through policy design and analysis. The
problems addressed by SD are based on the premise
that the structure of a system, that is, the way
essential system components are connected,
generates its behavior,[20].If dynamic behavior arises
from feedback within the system, finding effective
policy interventions requires understanding system
structure. Once a model is built, it can be used to
simulate the effect of proposed actions on the
problem and the system as a whole. As [11], notes,
this kind of tool (System Dynamic model) is
necessary because, while people are good at
observing the local structure of a system, they are not
good at predicting how complex, interdependent
systems will behave.
Sub-Systems of Technical education system:
A system obviously comprises several subsystems. The basic approach of system Dynamics is
identifying the sub-systems and understanding their
interrelationships and interdependence and to study
their dynamic behavior. The various sub- systems of
Technical education system are faculty module,
student’s
module,
academic
module,
and
administrative module, [12].
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Student sub system
1. Mode of selection of
students.
2. Extracurricular activities
of students.
3. Performance of students.

Faculty sub system
1. Arrival and departure of faculty.
2. Training programs for faculty.
3. Promotion policy for
Faculty

Quality of
technical
education

Academic subsystem
1. Training programs for
students.
2. Training programs for
faculty.
3. National/International
levels,
seminars/conferences

Administrative subsystem
1. Mode of communications
between faculty and
management.
2. Infrastructure facilities
3. Students facilities.
4. Faculty facilities

Figure: 1 Sub Modules of Technical Education System

VI. Interactions in Subsystems of Technical Education System:
The interrelationship in the sub-systems can be studied with the help of causal loop diagrams of various
modules and their impact on quality can be studied. The loop clearly depicts the causal explanations.
Faculty Subsystem loop (R1, R2)
The loop shown in figure 2 below is depicting the impact of faculty over Quality of technical education. Quality
of technical education is enhanced by arrival of trained qualified teachers activity which in turn enhances the
academic excellence (University teaching plan is fulfilled) as a result of which new admission are attracted
which promotes the fund availability of institute and enhances the research and development activity in the
institute as a result of which Ph. D. enrollment increases which enhances the quality of technical education. The
balancing loop R2 is articulates
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Figure: 2 Faculty module loop
That an increase in the quality of technical
education increases the placement of students in
industry as a result of which availability of students
for higher studies reduces which results as less
number of post graduates for technical education
system which reduces the quality of technical
education.

VII. Student Subsystem (R3, R4, R5)
The loop shown in Figure 3 depicts the causal
explanations of student’s module loop R3 which
shows that as the quality of technical education is
increased the performance of students increases in the
semester exams as a result of which new admissions
are attracted which ultimately increases the available
funds. An increase in available funds increases the
training programs for teachers which increases the
academic performance of teachers which in turn

enhances the quality of technical education. Loop R4
is balancing loop which show as the attraction for
new admissions is increased the demand for new
colleges increases which results in the shortage of
qualified and experienced teachers the impact of this
results in poor performance of students in the new
established colleges which in turn decreases the
quality of technical education. Loop R5 is a balancing
loop which articulates as the performance of teachers
is increased in the institute new research projects are
attracted in the institute but market conditions have
direct relationship with the research projects which in
turn increases the total funding as a result of which
the training programs of teachers are increased which
impacts by increasing academic performance of
teachers which enhances the quality of technical
education

Figure: 3 Student Module
www.ijera.com
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VIII. Administrative Subsystem (R6)
The loop shown in figure 4 depicts the causal
relationship of admistrative module which articulates
as the quality of technical education increases the
student teacher interactions increases as a result of
which teaching enhances which promotes the
performance of students in semester exams as a
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impact of which the placements are increased which
attracts new admission which ultimately increases the
available funds which in turn are utilized for the
development of infrastructure of the institute
(library,internet,etc.) which results in the increase in
the quality of technical education system.

Figure: 4 Administrative Module

IX. The model
Taking causal loop diagrams as a base a system dynamic model is constructed in which quality of technical
education system is a level variable which is linked with teachers arrival rate and teacher quitting rate. Quality
of technical system is also linked with number of pass out students and placements of students in industries.
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Figure: 5 Flow Model of Technical Education system.

X. Results and Discussion:
The table shown below gives the simulated
values of quality by running the model for the period
from 2004 to 2025.By assuming initial value for
starting year as zero. The quality computation shown
in the table is done from available data of Jabalpur
Engineering College one of the premier Institute of
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Madhya Pradesh. The table shows the dynamic
behavior of quality with time indicating that quality
in not a function of one single thing but depends on
various factors.Quality1, Quality2, Quality3, signifies
the quality with presence of Assistant Professors,
Associate Professors, and Professors
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year
2,004
2,005
2,006
2,007
2,008
2,009
2,010
2,011
2,012
2,013
2,014
2,015
2,016
2,017
2,018
2,019
2,020
2,021
2,022
2,023
2,024
2,025

quality(1)
0.00
6.06
94.21
132.60
145.19
111.41
122.57
123.45
144.11
154.80
161.04
135.18
123.10
117.91
116.16
116.14
116.98
118.25
119.73
121.33
122.97
124.65

quality(2)
0.00
3.57
93.24
132.27
145.13
111.56
122.85
123.57
144.14
154.78
160.89
135.13
123.11
117.95
116.22
116.21
117.06
118.33
119.81
121.41
123.06
124.73
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quality(3)
0.00
6.18
94.54
132.68
145.13
111.33
123.09
123.74
144.24
154.96
160.60
134.81
122.77
117.59
115.85
115.84
116.68
117.94
119.43
121.02
122.67
124.34

Figure: 6 Simulation result between teaching faculty and quality of Technical Education.
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Figure: 7 Dynamic Behavior of Quality with Time

XI. Conclusion
The above investigation reveals that the quality
of higher education is not independent but it has
causal relationships with other parameters of
technical education system .While discussing the
quality issues of technical education the feedback of
www.ijera.com

these parameters on quality of technical education
cannot be ignored. The model constructed by taking
the base of causal loop diagram of various sectors of
technical education system helps in predicting the
behavior of these parameters over long run, Thus
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model can be used as the base for planning policy for
quality in technical education.
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